Henry Kimpion, uonaon. pp. 600. Illustrated. Price, 31s. 6d. i. It is very embarrassing for a reviewer, when he has just expressed the opinion that one book is the best book on the subject available at present, to receive another, which, if it is not better as a whole, has some sections that he considers quite definitely superior to the corresponding ones in the first. As it is lsetter to avoid comparisons the reviewer will compromise by saying that, whilst he is prepared to stand by his original decision as to the suitability of the other book for the medical student, the physician and research worker will find the present book as useful; thej' should, in fact, be in a position to consult both.
The present edition is a considerably enlarged one; the book has been very extensively rearranged and about a hundred pages added. An introduction that did not appear in the first edition has been written for this one; it commences with an historical outline, 
